Hi
I do not work on missing animal cases, my practice is focussed on health and behaviour. Below is
advice on what you can do at home with simple communication practices, a link for a pdf book
“Where is Biggles” and a free webinar by Wynter Wosthorne on helping animals when they go
missing. Also a list of leading international communicators who currently help missing pets regularly
and who have developed skills, like dowsing to assist in finding them.
Animal communication advice: You are naturally connected to your animal and share energy
whether together or apart. Love is profound thing and is felt across time and space.
1. BE calm for your animal and connect to your centre. Consciously choose to let go of all the fears
and to be faith. From this place send her / him calming, gentle and loving energy, if you feel or fear
their distress acknowledge that and keep sending calm reassurance - this helps everyone think and
act better. Energetically it also changes the field and opens us up for clearer communication,
intuition, signs and synchronicity. Your focus is on connection and belief not the loss.
2. Work with energy and the law of attraction - feel like a magnetic lighthouse beaming her home
and imagine being re-united
3. Ask for help from the Universe / Spirit / God - Pray for divine help and intervention, imagining
them surrounded by light
4. Sometimes animals get curious or frightened and simply go too far - send them confidence and
belief in their natural instincts to be smart, find their way back or find someone who can help them.
5. Sometimes animals leave because they are upset or cross - tell them your heart is open to listen to
what’s going on for them and find a solution. Reflect on any stresses in the environment, home or
relationships in general and let your animal know you are going to take care to improve and change
things.
6. Sometimes they get stuck somewhere - this is where asking the universe for help helps! Animals in
distress can often freeze and not make a sound - in your mind encourage them to let themselves be
found if they are stuck.
7. Ask your friends and family who are helping in the search to join you in sending a clear energy
message to your animal. Unified thought and intention is incredibly powerful.
AnimalTalkAfrica Resources
E-Book & Free Webinar: “Where is Biggles – What to do when animals go missing according to the
principles of Animal Communication". With your purchase you get the Webinar Heart Energy
Achieving Real Transformation for missing animals.
https://learn.animaltalkafrica.com/courses/where-is-biggles
International Communicators
https://www.martawilliams.com/consultations/lost-animals/
https://animalthoughts.com/consultations/missing-animals/
https://valheart.com/consultation/finding-lost-and-missing-animals/
https://www.animalcommunicationworld.com/animal-communication-how-it-works
Wishing you strength and blessings
Kate

